
Power Harvesting 
Facade Cladding

Matinex Power Harvesting Cladding is a novel 
high-tech product developed as answer to the 
architect community integrate solar power 
generation in to building envelop keep focusing 
on Architecture and Aesthetics.

MatinexTM
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Sustainability vs 
TRADITIONAL ARCHITECTURE

Sustainability appears to have come on its own: green design is accepted, embraced 
and even preferred in most building projects - the construction industry has been 
changing quickly and buildings that were at the leading edge in terms of sustainability 
just few year ago are now more standard. Increasing energy code stringency and 
market demand create challenging task for design teams to deliver innovative high 
performance solutions to the traditional architecture.
As a result, buildings are becoming more intelligent, adoption of building-scale renew-
ables is accelerating and new products are demanded to the traditional architecture.

Building integrated energy solutions – 
    an inevitable part of 
            MODERN ARCHITECTURE
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Nearly ZERO-ENERGY buildings

In Europe and America, buildings consume around 40 percent of all energy – around 10 
percent more than transport and create the same proportion of carbon—dioxide emis-
sions.  That forced governments of the countries to increase energy code stringency 
implementing new building design standards — LEED Certificate, Living Building Chal-
lenge (LBC) certification and the most growing- Net Zero Energy Building (nZEB’s).
A nZEB solution means that the building uses as much energy over the course of the 
year as it generates from onsite renewables. A nZEB is not about Future - a significant 
number of zero-energy projects have already been built, with many more in the process 
of verification or construction. 

All of them will demand 
      Building Integrated renewables (BIPV)

The global market for zero-energy buildings is projected to 
   achieve explosive growth from $629.3 million in 
                                                    2014 to $1.4 trillion by 2035.
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The new SOLAR - 
Matinex Power Harvesting Facade Cladding

Matinex  Power Harvesting Cladding is a novel high-tech product developed as answer 
to the architect community integrate solar power generation in to building envelop keep 
focusing on Architecture and Aesthetics. 
Combining the latest technologies of a special glass treatment, newest achievements of 
Photovoltaic industry as unique lamination solution, Matinex  Power Harvesting Cladding 
provides multi-functional building material generating clean solar energy as ad-on 
façade function.

Energy 
generation Sustainability

Excellent
outer 

appearance
Sound

insulation
Fire

resistant
Easy

maintenance

Fast 
mounting Safety glass

Flexible 
design

Natural 
façade

ventilation
Vapor

permeability
No dangerous
substances 
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Investment in to the AESTHETIC & 
own ENERGY 

In contrast to the standard building envelop materials, Matinex   has a uniquely quantifi-
able benefit -  generation of electricity powers the building. Generating your own power 
significantly reduces the energy bills and diminish building maintenance costs. Consider-
ing 40-year longevity of Product and constantly rising utility rates, Matinex Power 
Harvesting Cladding becoming probably cheapest building envelop material suitable 
improve economical investment rations to the real estate owners. 

Increased
ROI 

Year 
performance

warranty 
Extra 

e�ciency 

35 
Strong

enviromental
resistance

Long live
time 

Higher 
strenght to 
weight ratio

Prove by
Automotive

industry 

Why Matinex ?

- Energy production

- Relatively low construction 
  costs considering generated 
  income due produced 
  energy

- Energy savings and reduced 
  environmental impacts due 
  greater thermal insulation 
  both in winter and in 
  summer

- Aesthetic palate of Colors

- Easy and simple mounting

Tempared Safe 
Glass (TPT) 4 mm

Lamination Foil

Mono Si-ci 
PV cells

Humidity proof
Thermo-sealing 
bonding

Humidity proof
Thermo-sealing 
bonding

Tempared Safe 
Glass (TPT) 2-8 mm

Cable connection

Lamination Foil
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Color & Beauty 
Imagine an entire facade in electric blue or terracotta solar panels without visible solar 
elements – that is Matinex   Power Harvesting Cladding.
It is available in various colors and has a beautiful opaque finish, making the inner work-
ings of the Photovoltaic cell invisible and thus enhancing the overall aesthetics of the 
Power Cladding and avoiding glare e�ects.
Color is achieved by applying environmentally friendly nanotechnology glass-surface 
treatments optimized to Photovoltaic. Result of it- record-highest industry e�ciency.  
Once the glass has taken the colors, it becomes part of the glass with no possible 
change.

Dimensions & Flexibility  

The Matinex   Power Harvesting Cladding glass is produced in various dimensions can be 
processed in the same way as standard façade-second skin glass in order to fit customer 
expectations. 

Max width 3700

Min size 158x158

Purple Gold
110w/m2
annually

Deep Blue
110Wp/m2
annually

Silk Green
110Wp/m2
annually

Silk Grey
110Wp/m2
annually

Gold
110Wp/m2
annually

Silk Black
110Wp/m2
annually
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Protected by Thermo-Sealing 

Stable yields over the long-term  
While the performance of glass-foil modules facing sharp decreases after 20 years at the 
latest due week stability of encapsulation structure, higher quality Matinex   Power Clad-
ding PV modules assures long-lasting performance over 30 years. However, manufactur-
ing of PV module is quite complicated, demanded for specially intended machinery and 
knowledge.

Thanks to Matinex unique lamination technology based on long-term experience of 
Automotive and Glass processing industries, the Matinex module ensures excellent power 
output and stable yields over the 50 years exposed at extreme conditions even.*

*based on market experience and long-term climate chamber tests.

Matinex  Power Cladding PV modules are 100% protected against moisture negative 
impact. Thermal edge SEALING applied on all module perimeter eliminates the possibili-
ty of humidity influenced semi-conductor corrosion  and prevents delamination, which 
extends the LIFETIME of Matinex   Power Cladding modules for over 50 years. 
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Matinex 
Power Cladding 

PV module 

Regular 
PV Module

without 
Thermo-Sealing

Regular 
PV Module
with plastic
backsheet
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PV module 
LIFETIME

PV module w/o Sealing 
module LIFETIME

PV module  
PERFORMACE WARRANTY

PV module w/o Sealing 
PERFORMACE WARRANTY

Matinex  Power Cladding PV 
PERFORMACE WARRANTY

Matinex  Power Cladding PV module 
LIFETIME, covered by
ENCAPSULATION
WARRANTY
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Performance 
Public, which is not familiar with recent developments of Photovoltaic industry, stereo-
typically consider that solar solutions can generate electricity „just for fun“ rather 
reasonable coverage of demand of the building. However, world-wide experience 
demonstrates absolutely opposite picture: Matinex   Power Harvesting Cladding façade 
could supply 100% of electricity consumed by the building.

Investment evalutation & PRICE  
Are you weighing conventional building envelope against solar solutions, what is going 
to be less expensive to install? Consider the savings from building materials and labor 
that would normaly be used to construct the part if the building that solar modules 
replace and you will see that in reality, 

110
Wp/m2 annually

E�ciency

1sq.m.
generates more than 7-9

years

Financial 
return

Approximate cost comparison for
facade materials Eur/m2

* including electrical supplementary

BIPV*     Stone Ceramics  GlassPolished
stone
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0

Eur, €

Total BIPV generated 
energy, %/1m

Grid Energy, 
energy, %/1m22

*- Calculated with PVSYST using Meteonorm Data.
** - Simulation done considering 3-storey building, 80kWh/a energy 
    consumption with PV installation on the roof and all facade.
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PV cost are practically the same as standard 
                                           building material cost. 
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